
CSPs are already beginning to engage or partner 
with hyperscalers across the edge value chain.
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View our recent webinar, “Building the telco edge: With 
or without hyperscalers?” to find out more.
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The role of hyperscalers in 
edge computing

Hyperscalers are increasing their offerings outside of 
public cloud to the edge – to support both 
applications and network infrastructure. 

► CSPs perceive hyperscalers as potential partners to help build 
their edge, however there are differing views to what extent…
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► This includes edge for partner applications, private LTE/5G networks, 
RAN and core networks.

► CSPs are most engaged with hyperscalers for computing 
infrastructure and software platforms.

CSPs are using hyperscaler infrastructure mostly 
to monetise edge for third-party applications.
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CSPs choose to partner with different hyperscalers 
for different benefits.

The top three drawbacks of partnering with hyperscalers for CSPs: 

Reduction of overall revenue (CSP takes smaller 
share of total solutions sale) 40%

Hyperscaler threat (the threat of hyperscalers 
disrupting CSP core business) 43%

Limits telco differentiation (CSP reduced to 
commodity provider of network services) 31%

However, CSPs are wary about relying too heavily 
on hyperscalers, particularly for network functions 
at the edge.

CSPs’ partnerships with hyperscalers are therefore least mature in RAN 
and distributed core networks.
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* STL Partners, sponsored by Red Hat. “Telco strategies for edge computing” survey of 150 CSP 
executives, March 2021.

CSP votes for top cloud partner: Top voted benefit:
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